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the world grows restful, but don’t sleep yet—wait until the grassy 
meadow is quiet and the forest creatures are hidden away. Until the farm animals are snug in the 
barn and the toys are tidied in their proper spots. Until the bath warms your toes and you're tucked 
tightly in your bed. Only when we finish our story and the stars are in the sky is it time to sleep. 

Calming, lyrical rhythms, pleasing repetition and dreamy watercolors make When Stars Arise a gentle 
lullaby for the journey to bedtime.

E.G. Alaraj grew up in the magical place that every child knows, where ideas look like pictures drawn 
from crayons, paint or ink and sound like stories from long ago and far away. The youngest of six 
girls in a homeschool family, she spent her childhood with her nose in storybooks, art books, music 
books, notebooks and trouble—especially trouble. In fact, she thinks trouble and imagination are 
best friends. E.G. lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Martyna Czub is an illustrator born in Poland. She graduated with a degree in art education and 
art therapy in Poland and moved to Canada in 2016, where she began her career as an artist. She 
loves to immerse herself in the world of stories and illustrations and is a big nature enthusiast. It is in 
nature that she constantly discovers new secrets and stories, which inspire her as she creates colorful 
and magical watercolor illustrations. Martyna lives in Toronto.
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When Stars Arise
Author: E.G. Alaraj  Illustrator: Martyna Czub   April 11, 2023

A dusky rural landscape and comforting bedtime routine draw a child closer to sleep in this illustrated lullaby 
board book.

FORMAT  Board Book   PDF   EPUB
6 x 6"  9781459835665  9781459835672  9781459835689
22 pages  $10.95

KEY SELLING POINTS
•   This bedtime board book helps children transition from daytime activity to bedtime restfulness. 
•   The story will appeal to children who like to do the opposite of what they’re asked, by directing them not  

to sleep. 
•   Caregivers and children alike will enjoy a story that reinforces the bedtime routine while also drawing it out. 
•   Depicting a steady, soothing, inevitable progression from the larger outdoor world of nature and play to the 

barnyard, home, bath and bed, When Stars Arise is warm and loving, observant and tender.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
E.G. Alaraj grew up in the magical place that every child knows, where ideas look like 
pictures drawn from crayons, paint or ink and sound like stories from long ago and far 
away. The youngest of six girls in a homeschool family, she spent her childhood with her 
nose in storybooks, art books, music books, notebooks and trouble—especially trouble. 
In fact, she thinks trouble and imagination are best friends. E.G. lives in Vancouver, 
British Columbia.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Martyna Czub is an illustrator born in Poland. She graduated with a degree in art 
education and art therapy in Poland and moved to Canada in 2016, where she began 
her career as an artist. She loves to immerse herself in the world of stories and 
illustrations and is a big nature enthusiast. It is in nature that she constantly discovers 
new secrets and stories, which inspire her as she creates colorful and magical watercolor 
illustrations. Martyna lives in Toronto.
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PROMOTIONAL PLANS INCLUDE
•   Print and online advertising campaigns 
•   Promotion at national and regional school, library and trade conferences
•   Extensive ARC distribution, including NetGalley 
•   Blog and social media promotion 
•   Outreach in Orca newsletters
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JUV057000 JUVENILE FICTION / Stories in Verse

RIGHTS
Worldwide
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PUBLICITY
For more information or a review copy, please contact Kennedy Cullen at 
kennedy@orcabook.com
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Tree forts, tire swings, friends and play…
Now the closing of the day.



The river lulls you with its song.
The water gently skips along.
But do not sleep.
Don’t close your eyes
until the twinkling stars arise.



The sun is low and sinking fast.
The wind is sighing in the grass.
But do not sleep.
Don’t close your eyes 
until the twinkling stars arise.



The forest rustles. Branches sway.
The little deer is tucked away.
But do not sleep.
Don’t close your eyes
until the twinkling stars arise.



Moonlight glimmers on the farm. 
The barn is quiet, snug and warm.
But do not sleep.
Don’t close your eyes  —
not till the twinkling stars arise. 



The chimney smoke is curling high
and tracing patterns in the sky.
But don’t drift off.
Don’t close your eyes
until the twinkling stars arise.



The toys are in their proper spot,
and kitty’s purring quite a lot.
Although it’s late, 
no sleepy eyes 
until the twinkling stars arise. 



The bubbles fizzle in the tub.
You give your ticklish toes a scrub.
And after bath,
no yawns, no sighs,
until the twinkling stars arise. 



The blanket’s tucked around you tight.
Your stuffies get a kiss good night. 
But don’t sleep yet. 
Don’t rest your eyes.
The twinkling stars might soon arise. 



The pillow’s soft beneath your head.
A final story has been read.
But don’t nod off. 
Don’t close your eyes
until, at last, the stars arise.



Above, in seas of inky blue, 
the stars are shining down on you. 

It’s time to sleep,
so close your eyes… 
until the sun lights up the skies.
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